We study the viscous evolution of dwarf nova accretion discs irradiated by a constanttemperature white dwarf and the accretion luminosity released at the white dwarf surface. We ®nd that irradiation keeps the inner disc fully ionized out to several white dwarf radii, forcing this region to remain in the hot state even during quiescence. The ionized inner disc is connected to the cool outer disc by an extended transition region which is semistable. Insideout outbursts start at the cool edge of this transition region. The rise of the optical¯ux coincides with the onset of the heating wave, whereas the UV¯ux only rises 5±10 h later when the disc gas is accreted on to the white dwarf. With irradiation included the thermal±viscous disc instability model is thus closer to explaining the observed UV delay at the onset of a dwarf nova outburst. We ®nd that the optical outburst reaches its peak at the time when the heating wave in the disc is re¯ected at the outer disc edge as a cooling wave. In contrast, the UV peak is close to the peak in the mass accretion rate on to the white dwarf. Accordingly, the UV¯ux drops after a delay of ,10 h, essentially independently of the irradiation model.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Dwarf novae (DNe) are cataclysmic variables (CVs), i.e., shortperiod binaries in which a low-mass companion (the secondary) ®lls its critical Roche volume and transfers mass to a white dwarf (see, e.g., Frank, King & Raine 1992) . The mass transfer rates À Ç M 2 from the secondary are ,10
À10 to a few times 10 À9 M ( yr À1 (cf. Kolb 1993; Stehle, Kolb & Ritter 1997) . The de®ning characteristic of DNe is that at semiregular intervals of weeks to months the lowluminosity phase (quiescence) is interrupted by an outburst lasting for several days, during which the system brightens by 2±5 mag. The outburst behaviour of DNe is well described within the framework of the thermal±viscous instability model (see Cannizzo 1993 for an overview). The instability works whenever viscous heating at steady accretion rates Ç M acc j Ç M 2 j is unable to keep the disc hydrogen and helium fully ionized. Then Ç M acc alternates between phases of low ( Ç M acc < j Ç M 2 j; quiescence) and high ( Ç M acc > j Ç M 2 j; outburst) accretion rates (Meyer & Meyer-Hofmeister 1982; Mineshige & Osaki 1983; Cannizzo & Wheeler 1984) .
A major shortcoming of the standard thermal±viscous instability model, however, is its inability to explain why outbursts start sometimes nearly one day earlier in the optical compared to the ultraviolet (UV) (see Warner 1995, and references therein) . For example, IUE observations of WX Hydri (Hassall, Pringle & Verbunt 1985) reveal that the optical rise precedes that of the UV and, more importantly, that the spectral¯ux distribution steepens towards longer wavelengths at the onset of the outburst. When the DN reaches its peak optical luminosity the UV is still rising, and declines only several hours later (cf. VW Hydri; Wheatley et al. 1996) . Observations with the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer show that the rise in the EUV can be delayed by as much as one day (Mauche 1996) and even up to 3 days, as observed in an anomalous outburst of SS Cyg (Mauche, Raymond & Mattei 1995) . For the same system Polidan & Holberg (1984) report a UV delay of 0.5±1 d, and Jones & Watson (1992) a delay of 0.5±1.1 d.
The UV is sensitive to disc temperatures of *40 000 K, which occur only close to the white dwarf during outburst. The EUV, on the other hand, is most sensitive to the boundary layer emission, and its delay thus probably represents the time difference between the onset of the heating wave and the instant where mass starts to be accreted on to the white dwarf. In contrast, the optical is more sensitive to the total hot disc area and to the average mass accretion rate (Smak 1989b) , and thus brightens as soon as the heating wave gets started.
Early models of Smak (1984) and Cannizzo, Wheeler & Polidan (1986) show that so-called outside-in outbursts, where the heating wave is excited close to the circularization radius at the outer edge of the accretion disc, do result in a delay of the rise in the UV of several hours. The delay time is approximately given by the propagation time of the heating front across the disc, and is of the order of Dt delay . r circ =v HF ,10±15 h, where we assume a circularization radius of r circ . 10 10 cm, and a front propagation speed of v HF 2À3 km s À1 (Ludwig, Meyer-Hofmeister & Ritter 1994) . The Dt delay of the model calculations is thus shorter especially than the delay observed in the EUV.
To solve the UV-delay problem, Meyer & Meyer-Hofmeister (1989) suggested that the surface density in the inner part of the accretion disc up to a few white dwarf radii is diluted during quiescence. This hole in the inner part of the disc has to be re®lled before accretion on to the white dwarf is possible. The re®lling will proceed on the viscous diffusion time-scale rather than on the propagation time-scale of the heating wave, and thus the UV delay is prolonged compared to a disc ®lled with mass up to the white dwarf. Even though a diluted inner disc is widely accepted as the origin of the UV delay, the cause of this depletion is still a matter of debate. suggest that the inner disc region is evaporated during quiescence by some kind of siphon ow. As an alternative to evaporation, Livio & Pringle (1992) suggested that the inner disc might be cleared by the weak dipole magnetic ®eld of a spinning white dwarf.
Although depletion could result from any of these mechanisms, it may not be necessary to invoke them: King (1997) showed that a depleted inner disc is already a natural consequence of the thermal± viscous instability model if the disc is irradiated by a hot white dwarf, with surface temperatures of T WD , 20 000±40 000 K. The energy supplied by irradiation is then suf®cient to keep the disc fully ionized out to several white dwarf radii. This forces the inner disc to remain in the hot state after an outburst. Cool quiescent disc material from outside this region is dragged rapidly inwards as it reaches the hot inner disc, resulting in low surface densities in the inner disc. Here the transport of angular momentum by viscosity is ef®cient because of the high irradiation temperatures. In consequence, the surface density close to the white dwarf is reduced below that allowing an inside±out outburst to start there.
In this paper we give full model calculations of this effect. We show that it produces a UV delay similar to that resulting if the inner disc is assumed to be completely cleared of gas. Even though the optical depth in the inner part is still of order t , 20, this region does not contribute signi®cantly to the UV¯ux, which rises only when outer disc material is accreted to the white dwarf. The purpose of the paper is to show how irradiation will affect the inner part of the accretion disc, and to derive the time-scale on which the inner hole can be re®lled.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we brie¯y introduce the current version of our thermal±viscous instability code. In Section 3 we show, using full disc evolution calculations, that the UV delay depends on the temperature of the white dwarf, and is of the order 6±10 h for inside-out outbursts and T WD 25 000±40 000 K. Section 4 is a discussion of the results.
T H E D I S C M O D E L

Equations
We solve axisymmetric accretion discs in full one-dimensional hydrodynamics. We write the equations in conservative form in the variables S (i.e., the vertically integrated surface density), p r (i.e., the radial momentum), p f (i.e., the angular momentum) and C V ST c (i.e., the heat content), where C V is the speci®c heat at constant volume, and T c is the mid-plane temperature of the disc. Their time evolution is followed by the continuity, Navier±Stokes and the energy equations.
The Navier±Stokes equations include the full viscous stress tensor and the pressure forces according to the local gradient of
where R is the gas constant, m the molecular weight, and a the radiation density constant. Ludwig & Meyer (1998) , we take a hot 0:2 and a cold 0:05 for the hot and cool disc regions respectively.
The energy equation includes heating by viscosity and irradiation from the central accretor, as well as cooling by radiation from the surface of the disc. We also allow for compressional heating and lateral heat diffusion. The vertical structure of the disc is that of Ludwig & Meyer (1998) , which thus matches the surface temperature T eff to the mid-plane temperature T c . For the central source we assume a constant white dwarf temperature T WD , resulting in a white dwarf luminosity of
The radius R WD of the white dwarf is derived from Nauenberg (1972) . Accretion on to a white dwarf at the rate Ç M WD produces a boundary layer with luminosity
where G is the gravitational constant, M WD is the mass of the white dwarf, and a BL 1=2 for a slowly rotating white dwarf. For rapidly rotating white dwarfs we expect that a BL is also of the same order, as the accreted mass will be distributed around the whole surface of the white dwarf by pressure forces. Mass which is pushed to the poles of the white dwarf, close to the rotation axis, releases its full gravitational energy. Only the fraction of the gas remaining in the plane of the disc has a signi®cantly smaller accretion yield. Our results for the UV delay do not depend on a BL in any case: the quiescent accretion luminosity L BL is an order of magnitude smaller than L WD , so the size of the inner diluted disc area correlating with the time delay depends only on L WD . We therefore take a BL 1=2 throughout. For accretion discs around white dwarfs we ®nd that H e =R WD p 1 almost everywhere in the disc, except close to the outer disc edge. The irradiation of both sides of the accretion disc is thus given by Friedjung 1985; Adams, Lada & Shu 1988; Smak 1989a) , where
irr is the irradiation¯ux, T irr is the irradiation temperature, r R WD =r, r is the disc radius, and b is the disc albedo.
We treat irradiation as an additional heating source in the same way as we treat viscous heating. To demonstrate the effect of irradiation in our approach, we show in Fig. 1 equilibrium curves, where cooling by radiation from the surface of the accretion disc equals viscous heating and heating by irradiation of various irradiation temperatures. The modi®ed T eff ±S curves are derived for a 1-M ( white dwarf at a disc radius of 10 10 cm, with a constant 0:1. A comparison with Tuchman, Mineshige & Wheeler (1990, ®g. 1 therein) shows that even though we do not calculate detailed vertical disc structures including irradiation, the overall effect of irradiation is well described. As a main difference, we ®nd that we lose the bend in the S-shaped T eff ±S relation already for lower values of T irr (here at around 5000±6000 K instead of ,10 000 K in Tuchman et al. 1990) , and thus probably overestimate the effect of irradiation. However, as the origin of the small-scale viscosity is not known, and especially as it is unknown at what height viscous heating in the accretion disc is most ef®cient, the more sophisticated description of Tuchman et al. (1990) is not necessarily closer to reality than our formalism.
Numerical method
Our disc code descends from a one-dimensional version of the hydrodynamic code of Stehle & Spruit (1999) , where the description for the vertical disc structure has been implemented by Ludwig (1997) and Ludwig & Meyer (1998) . We use operator splitting to solve the subproblems with a semi-implicit/semi-explicit method. Radial advection is solved explicitly with the upwind differencing scheme of van Leer (1977) . During advection the total disc mass, momentum and thermal energy of the disc are thus conserved. Irradiation and radiative cooling of the disc are solved for each time-step and disc radius analytically. The time-step is limited by the Courant±Friedrich±Levy condition, which is mainly controlled by the need to resolve the Kepler frequency at R WD even for onedimensional accretion discs: any imbalance of the white dwarf's gravitational force and the centrifugal force is removed on a timescale of one Kepler period. For further details we refer to Ludwig (1997) and Ludwig & Meyer (1998) .
All our calculations are performed on a linear grid of 200 mesh points. The inner boundary is transmitting and set to the radius of the white dwarf. The size of the disc r out is assumed to be limited by tidal forces of the secondary to r out 0:7 R R1 (Papaloizou & Pringle 1977) , where R R1 is the Roche radius of the white dwarf. At this outer boundary, mass is added to the disc with a mass transfer rate Ç M 2 and angular momentum rate Ç M 2 Q 2 K r out . Hameury et al. (1998) showed that the treatment of the outer boundary can have a severe in¯uence on the long-term light-curve evolution in model calculations. It has yet to be shown, however, by comparison of onedimensional with two-or three-dimensional calculations what the best approximation for the outer boundary condition in onedimensional calculations is. Since for the UV delay we are mainly concerned with the physics of the inner disc within a few white dwarf radii, the choice of the outer boundary condition will not affect our results.
R E S U LT S
Initial models
We perform calculations with the following system parameters: an orbital period of P orb 1:78 h, white dwarf parameters of M WD 0:63 M ( and R WD 8:4´10
8 cm, and a secondary mass of M 2 0:11 M ( . This results in an outer disc radius of r out 1:7´10 10 cm. For the mass transfer rate we assume À Ç M 2 5:01´10 15 g s À1 7:5´10 À11 M ( yr À1 , which is appropriate for mass transfer rates in CVs driven by gravitational radiation only (cf. Kolb 1993; Stehle et al. 1997 ), and we ®nally assume for the disc albedo b 0.
The parameters above are chosen to be comparable to the study of Ludwig & Meyer (1998) , and they are thus equal to the system parameters of VW Hyi. However, it is not our intention to model the long-term evolution of this particular CV, but to demonstrate the effect of irradiation on the general outburst behaviour, and to derive the time-scale on which the inner hole in the accretion disc is re®lled.
In this spirit, we chose as an initial distribution in Sr and T c r a stationary hot disc with Ç M acc 7:5´10 À9 M ( yr À1 . The total disc mass decreases rapidly since À Ç M 2 p Ç M acc t 0, and a cooling wave sends the disc into quiescence. As Vishniac (1997) and Menou, Hameury & Stehle (1999) showed, the cooling wave follows a self-similar structure as it propagates inward, and this depends only on the critical surface density. As a result, the surface density after any outburst where the heating wave was able to propagate to the outer disc edge is the same, and thus identical to our initial surface density distribution after the cooling wave returns the disc to quiescence. Our choice of the initial surface density is thus essentially that of a quiescence disc after an outburst, where the whole disc has taken part in the outburst.
We then run our calculations for several outbursts, and ®nd that the resulting UV time delay is constant from one outburst to the next. Based on that, we conclude that the particular initial set-up of our model has no in¯uence on our result for the UV delay, and evaluate respectively the last outburst which we calculated. We need to stress, however, that our model calculations do not show any repetitive outburst behaviour yet, and that the disc mass still increases on average from one outburst to the next. We thus underestimate the total mass which is accreted during one outburst (see also the discussion in Section 4).
We ®rst present the results of a calculation with T WD 25 000 K, to which we subsequently refer as the standard model. We then compare our standard model to a calculation without irradiation, and to one with a white dwarf temperature of T WD 40 000 K.
The standard model
In Fig. 2 we show the initial Sr distribution for a disc in quiescence which is irradiated by a central white dwarf of T WD 25 000 K. As predicted by King (1997) , the disc is fully ionized out to r tr 3´10 9 cm 3:6 R WD , as it is heated by irradiation from the white dwarf. Around r tr the disc makes a transition to the cold state. As the surface density in the hot inner disc is low, the fully ionized and cool parts of the accretion disc can coexist in the radial direction without generating a heating wave. This transition region is, however, semistable, as a slight increase in q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 304, 698±704 the irradiation temperature can already initiate a heating wave. We follow the disc for several outbursts, and present the last outburst as a representative. Choosing arbitrarily t 0 shortly before the onset of the last outburst, we ®nd that the heating wave is excited at t 1:0 d. In Fig. 3 we show the evolution of the total disc mass M tot during that outburst. About 1:6´10 À12 M ( . 0:036 M tot are accreted on to the white dwarf. As shown in Fig. 4 (upper plot) , the outburst starts close to the edge of the transition region (r . r tr ) on the cool side. At the start of the outburst the inner already hot part of the disc is essentially unaffected by the start of the heating wave, and thus the disc brightens only in the optical (see Fig. 5 ). The heating wave is re¯ected again as a cooling wave at t 2:16 d (see Fig. 4 , lower plot) at a disc radius ,0:7r out . At the time that the cooling wave starts to move inward, the accretion rate in the inner disc is still increasing, reaching its maximum at t . 2:46 d.
We calculate the spectral distribution by assuming that each disc element radiates as a blackbody with a surface temperature distribution T eff r, where the factor of 2 takes account of the two sides of the accretion disc, and all symbols have their conventional meanings. Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the total disc luminosity at wavelengths l 5500 and 1000 A Ê , and the evolution of the mass accretion rate Ç M WD on to the white dwarf, which is representative of the boundary layer luminosity and thus of the luminosity in the EUV. The evolution of the blackbody spectrum for the whole disc is shown in Fig. 6 in the range 1000 # l # 8000 Ê A. The numbers correspond to the surface density distribution shown in Fig. 4 .
From Fig. 5 it is obvious that the rise in the UV follows the outburst in the optical about 4.8 h later, i.e., at a time where the mass accretion on to the white dwarf starts to rise. The blackbody spectrum steepens towards longer wavelengths in the far-UV (curves 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 6) , and later¯attens again. The peak luminosity is reached in the optical ,9:5 h earlier than in the UV. The¯ux in the UV rises steeper compared to the rise in Ç M WD , and the observed time delay in the EUV is thus expected to be larger by several hours (i.e., by about 2±4 h). Our standard model thus shows that for reasonable white dwarf temperatures of about 25 000 K we can indeed expect the rise in the UV to be delayed by several hours, until the inner diluted part of the disc at r < r tr is re®lled with disc gas stored during quiescence in the outer cool disc.
From this model calculation it is also clear that the reasons for the q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 304, 698±704 Figure 2 . The initial Sr distribution. For r < r tr 3:6R WD (log r 9:5) irradiation is ef®cient and the gas is kept above the hydrogen ionization temperature. For r > r tr the disc is cool. UV delay at peak luminosity and the UV delay at the onset of the outburst are different. The UV¯ux is most sensitive to the mass accretion rate close to the white dwarf, and the EUV to the mass accretion rate on to the white dwarf, so both are unaffected when the heating wave starts at the cool edge of the transition region. On the other hand, the optical luminosity increases as soon as the heating wave is excited, as it is sensitive to temperatures around ,6000 K, and thus essentially to the area of the hot disc. Even though the inner disc within r tr is still optically thick in quiescence, with optical depth of the order of t . 20, the UV¯ux brightens only when the outer disc gas is swept inward and accreted on to the white dwarf after a hot-state viscous time. The UV delay at the onset of the outburst therefore results from the fact that for irradiated discs an inside±out outburst starts several R WD away from the white dwarf (in the standard model at r r tr 3:6 R WD ), and from the fact that the irradiation produces an inner diluted disc area. The UV delay for the peak luminosity has a different origin, re¯ecting the differing times at which an outburst begins to decline in the UV and in the optical. The optical¯ux during an outburst is most sensitive to the total area of the hot disc, so optical maximum occurs when the heating wave has affected the whole disc: as soon as the heating wave is re¯ected as a cooling wave, the optical¯ux decreases. By contrast, the UV maximum occurs at the time of maximum white dwarf accretion, and Ç M WD is still increasing even while the heating wave is being re¯ected as a cooling wave (i.e., near the end of the optical outburst), since most of the disc mass which will eventually be accreted during the outburst has not yet reached the surface of the white dwarf. The delay in the peak UV luminosity thus re¯ects the delay in the maximum white dwarf accretion rate with respect to the onset of the cooling wave.
Models with and without ef®cient irradiation
We now discuss the in¯uence of the white dwarf temperature on the UV delay by comparing the evolution of an accretion disc without irradiation (L irr 0) and a model where T WD 40 000 K. For the calculation without irradiation the quiescent disc extends down to the white dwarf, and the heating wave starts at the inner disc edge. For the hot white dwarf model we ®nd that the transition from the fully ionized inner disc to the cool outer disc occurs at r tr 5´10 9 cm . 6 R WD , as analytically predicted by King (1997) . In this model the heating wave again starts at the cool edge of the transition region, which is at ,6 R WD .
In Fig. 7 we show Ç M WD t and the evolution of the disc luminosity 702 R. Stehle and A. R. King q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 304, 698±704 Figure 5 . The evolution of the disc light curve at l 1000 A Ê (dashed line) and at l 5500 A Ê (solid line) for the standard model. The mass accretion rate on to the white dwarf is given as a dotted line in units of g s À1 .
See the text for further details. Figure 6 . The evolution of the disc spectrum between 1000 and 8000 A Ê . The numbers correspond to the surface density distribution of Fig. 4 . Figure 7 . Disk light curves at l 1000 and l 5500 A Ê , and the mass accretion rates on to the white dwarf for a disc without irradiation (upper plot) and for an irradiated disc with a white dwarf temperature of T WD 40 000 K (lower plot).
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in the UV and in the optical during the outburst (cf. Fig. 5 ). In the model without irradiation (upper plot) the UV and the optical rise simultaneously. The rise in Ç M WD coincides with the brightening of the accretion disc, but¯attens after about 1 h. We observe that the spectral index of the blackbody disc barely changes during the ®rst 0.5 d. The peak luminosity in the UV still lags that in the optical by 8.2 h. This is 1.3 h shorter than in the standard model.
For the hot white dwarf model (T WD 40 000 K) we ®nd a delay in the rise of the UVof about 8.4 h. This is nearly twice as long as in the standard model. This is also true for the evolution of À Ç M WD and thus for the EUVemission, where the rise is additionally delayed by about 3±6 h. The UV peak luminosity lags behind that in the optical by ,9:8 h, i.e., only slightly longer than in the standard model.
We thus ®nd that the UV delay at the onset of an outburst increases with the white dwarf temperature. For hotter WD models the outburst starts further away from the white dwarf, and the disc gas at the point where the outburst starts needs longer to re®ll the inner hole in the accretion disc and ®nally to be accreted on to the white dwarf. This con®rms the analytic prediction of King (1997) .
The UV delay of the peak luminosity is only marginally in¯u-enced by the white dwarf temperature, and depends sensitively on the disc radius at which the heating wave is re¯ected as a cooling wave. This in turn depends on the surface density distribution and total disc mass left after the previous outburst.
S U M M A R Y A N D D I S C U S S I O N
We have studied the viscous evolution of dwarf novae (DNe) in cataclysmic variables (CVs) with full numerical hydrodynamics, using a one-dimensional version of the hydrodynamic code of Stehle & Spruit (1999) . For the vertical disc structure we used the calculations of Ludwig (1997) and Ludwig & Meyer (1998) . Our models included the heating of the accretion disc by irradiation from the white dwarf in the limit R WD p H e , with R WD the white dwarf radius, and H e the isothermal disc scale-height. For the irradiation we assumed a white dwarf with constant surface temperature T WD and a boundary layer luminosity resulting from accretion on to the white dwarf.
As predicted by King (1997) , we ®nd that for accretion discs in quiescence the gas in the inner disc region is kept fully ionized out to several R WD by irradiation. Beyond this, irradiation is unable to ionize the disc, and it remains cool. The ionized inner disc and the cool outer disc are connected by a semistable transition region.
In our calculations outbursts start always at the cool edge of this transition region; this is further outward for higher white dwarf temperatures. As the outburst starts close to the transition region, the delay in the rise of the UV represents directly the time-scale on which the inner hole in the accretion disc, produced by irradiation, can be re®lled. As expected, the low mass transfer rates chosen in our calculations (ÀM 2 7:5´10 À11 M ( yr À1 ) prevent the disc from exciting a heating wave close the outer edge of the accretion disc, resulting in outside±in outbursts. This is in full agreement with the calculations of Smak (1984) , who ®nds outside-in outbursts only for higher mass transfer rates than those chosen in our calculations. However, as Hameury et al. (1998) pointed out, the ®xed outer accretion disc radius, as implemented in our numerical code, would probably lead also to a suppression of outside-in outbursts, even for higher mass transfer rates.
As the UV light is most sensitive to temperatures around 40 000 K, which are only reached close to the white dwarf during outbursts, the UV rise is delayed by ,5À10 h with respect to the optical. The emission in the EUV, assumed to be radiated mainly from the boundary, is thus most sensitive to the mass accretion rate on to the white dwarf and additionally delayed by some 2±6 h.
We ®nd that the UV delay is the longer the hotter the white dwarf. The surface density in the ionized inner disc is always large enough that the disc is optically thick everywhere. Rather than irradiation burning a hole in the inner region of the accretion disc during quiescence, the UV delay originates in the fact that outbursts are forced by irradiation to start at the cool edge of the transition region some R WD away from the white dwarf.
We found in our model calculations that the optical¯ux peaks at the time when the heating wave is re¯ected as a cooling wave, whereas the peak of the UV¯ux coincides with peak accretion rate on to the white dwarf. The re¯ection of the heating wave precedes the time where Ç M WD is at its maximum, and this explains the delayed decline of the UV compared to the optical. This is essentially independent of irradiation, and also observed in unirradiated CV accretion disc models.
In our model calculations the total disc luminosity in the optical as well as in the UV is about an order of magnitude too faint compared to observed systems at the chosen orbital period (Warner 1987) . This is because the heating wave does not reach the outer edge of the accretion disc in our calculations, and thus the outbursts do not affect the outer parts of the disc where we expect most of the optical emission to be radiated. As a consequence, this results subsequently in too low peak mass accretion rates on to the white dwarf, and thus in UV and EUV emission which is too faint. However, this does not affect the time-scale of the UV delay as calculated here: at the time where the heating wave is re¯ected as a cooling wave, the inner accretion disc is already re®lled. Additionally, at the start of an outburst the surface density distribution has to be close to its critical surface density, independent of the total disc mass stored in the outer disc. It is therefore not surprising that the UV delay is constant for all evaluated outbursts at one white dwarf temperature.
We consider the UV delay as given by our calculations as an upper limit for two reasons. First, our simpli®ed treatment of irradiation results in a loss of the physical reason for the thermal±viscous instability already at irradiation temperatures of 5000±6000 K, whereas more sophisticated vertical disc structure calculations (cf. Tuchman et al. 1990 ) suggest temperatures of the order of 10 000 K. This, and the choice of a disc albedo b 0 probably overestimate the size of the central disc hole created by irradiation and thus the expected UV delay. Additionally, Pringle, Verbunt & Wade (1986) and Cannizzo & Kenyon (1987) showed that using multicolour blackbody spectra tends to result in longer UV delays compared to calculating the spectral evolution with Kurucz atmosphere models. Both approaches, however, fail to reproduce the Balmer jump correctly, and it is not clear which of the two assumptions yields a better model for the disc emissivity (Cannizzo 1997) . The EUV as an indicator for the boundary layer luminosity might, on the other hand, be a better way to determine the time at which the mass accretion on to the white dwarf increases signi®cantly, and this is rather independent of the choice of any particular disc atmosphere model. The longest delays are indeed observed in the EUV with respect to the optical, which is not explained by the standard thermal±viscous instability calculations.
As all our outbursts start close to the transition region, the delay given by the difference between the time when the heating wave is excited and the time when the mass accretion on to the white dwarf starts to rise signi®cantly is thus also the time-scale which is needed to re®ll the inner part of the accretion disc and represents the expected UV delay for inside-out outbursts. Contrary to Cannizzo et al. (1986) , we observe, however, no UV time delay for negligible white dwarf temperatures, which in their calculations originates most likely from an insuf®cient spatial grid resolution.
For outside-in outbursts the UV delay is prolonged by the propagation time of the heating front across the accretion disc, which is of the order of 10±15 h, depending on the size of the disc. We expect emission in the EUV to set in signi®cantly only after about 1 d in the case of hot white dwarfs and outside±in outbursts. This can indeed explain the observed time delay of 0.5±1.1 d for the 1984 September outburst of SS Cyg (Jones & Watson 1992) , as the white dwarf temperature in this system is found to be T WD . 34 000±40 000 K (Warner 1995) . The delay of ,3 d in the anomalous 1993 August outburst of SS Cyg (Mauche et al. 1995) , however, still remains a mystery.
Another problem arises, namely that with our choice of the viscosity parameters a cold and a hot the critical surface density to excite a heating wave, which is shifted for irradiated accretion discs to the cool edge of the transition region, seems to be reached too early. This results in interoutburst time-scales too short compared to observations. As the outer parts of the disc thus have less time to be re®lled, the heating waves are thus more likely to be re¯ected somewhere inside the disc rather than at its outer edge. The outburst luminosity of our models is therefore too faint, and the total disc mass is on average still increasing from one outburst to the next. We think, however, that a change in the parameter a cold will solve this problem without changing the UV delay.
After submission of our paper we learned of a similar study by Hameury, Lasota & Dubus (in preparation) , to which we wish to draw attention also.
